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Meet BobbiMeet BobbiMeet BobbiMeet Bobbi    

"After only six weeks of Vision Therapy we started            

seeing a difference in Bobbi's ability.  It was                

amazing!" says Bobbi's Mom Jolene.  "She started               

Vision Therapy (VT) in second grade because she was 

struggling in reading and was testing below her grade 

level."   

After her initial evaluation the VT team decided that 

they should target a couple of different areas, her 

hand/eye coordination and her auditory processing.   

"Teresa Pearce, the Speech Pathologist started             

working with Bobbi on the metronome," said-

Jolene.  "Bobbi really struggled with being able to hear 

a beep in her headphones, see a signal on the             

computer screen and have the ability to clap or tap 

her foot with the steady rhythm she was hearing and 

seeing. We also noticed her inability with this process 

when we would play Rock Band on the Wii...it was the 

same concept."   

After a year of VT Bobbi's third grade teacher recently reported that Bobbi's DRA reading score 

had increased three levels and that Bobbi is now 

in line with the rest of the class.    

“We could have had endless amounts of tutoring, 

but it probably wouldn’t have helped Bobbi.  If 

your brain isn't taught to make the right                        

connections between what it sees and how you 

verabilize it, it won't work.  These are essential to 

reading success," says Bobbi’s Mom Jolene. 

Not only has Bobbi improved in her reading level 

since beginning VT, but this improvement has also 

given her confidence and the confidence to read 

aloud in class also.  

"For Vision Therapy to be successful the parents also have to take an active role in the therapy, " 

says Dr. Susan Lake.  "Bobbi not only had the drive to achieve, but she had support from her            

parents to be successful as well." 
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